
Comprehensive Vinyl Wraps Guide:
How Long Does Car Vinyl Wrap Last?

When consumers are looking for solutions for customizing their dream car, all of the choices can
be overwhelming. Cost, maintenance, and how long work will last on the car can be major
influences in what someone chooses for their car upgrade project.

One of the most versatile and affordable solutions is a vinyl wrap. Vinyl wraps are a relatively
affordable, long-lasting option for car owners not wanting to change their factory paint job. They
can replicate the look of a luxury paint job with metallic or pearlescent additives. They are also a
quicker alternative to painting a car.

Vehicle wraps come in a variety of sizes, with some designed to wrap the entire vehicle and
others designed to cover only a portion of it, such as a decal. Vehicle wraps often come with
customizable colors, patterns, and images printed onto vinyl to meet the demands of the buyer.
Vinyl car wraps normally include an adhesive backing that allows the wrap to be attached to the
vehicle and a laminated layer on the surface to preserve the vinyl.

Vinyl wraps are removable, but with the correct maintenance, a car vinyl wrap can last up to 10
years. A car vinyl wrap can preserve a car’s factory paint job and improve the car’s resale value
in the future.

From definition to installation, this post has all of the information anyone needs to learn about
vinyl car wraps. With this knowledge, car owners will be able to take their car from dream to
reality.

What Is a Vinyl Car Wrap?
Vinyl car wraps are a colorful adhesive graphic film that goes over the entire vehicle. A car vinyl
wrap can be printed with beautiful, high-definition images and text to advertise a business. It can
also be printed to look like a high-quality paint job at the fraction of the cost of the real thing.

A vinyl vehicle wrap is a mixture of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) polymer, from which the name
"vinyl" originates, plus different additives that make it flexible, resistant to UV radiation, and
colorful. These components are combined, then poured onto moving sheets before being baked
and cured.

Vinyl decals are applied to the various customizable body panels of the vehicle, allowing the
owner to modify the look and color of their vehicle. Most customers choose vinyl wraps because
the hues they like are not available from the automobile manufacturer or importer. This differs
from getting a paint job in that the wraps may be removed later to modify the color or design. It’s
also cheaper and faster than a paint job.
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A vinyl wrap may also be applied to only part of the vehicle based on the owner’s preference.
Some pickup truck owners apply vinyl only to the back windshield or to the tailgate to customize
their trucks and show their personality.

A Short History of Vinyl Wraps
Car detailers have been using vinyl for lettering and small embellishments since the 1950s, but
vinyl wraps for the entire vehicle didn’t become popular until the 1990s.

The Goodrich Corporation invented the kind of vinyl used for automobile coverings in 1926. This
new, extremely adaptable "plastic-like" substance presented a lot of room for expansion in the
field of vehicle advertising since it could be made stiff or flexible, thick or thin, and in any hue.
This was prohibitively expensive, however, and only large entities like the United States Air
Force had the resources to use vinyl wraps on aircraft on a large scale.

Vinyl wrapping became more affordable in the 1980s. The cost of the materials fell, and
improvements in machinery for printing and cutting the vinyl also helped lower the cost.

In the 1990s, German law required that all taxis had to be painted beige. A manufacturer
decided to wrap his taxis in vinyl instead of having them repainted, and that’s when vinyl car
wraps took off as an option for individual and commercial use.

How Much Do Vinyl Car Wraps Cost?
Since the invention of vinyl wraps, the cost of production and installation has fallen steadily.

Graphic film is not an expensive material. The installation technique is also less costly than
painting. Vinyl vehicle covers look wonderful and cost far less than hiring a painter to do the
same thing. A printed wrap can reproduce the look of a glossy, metallic paint job, and if the
owner changes her mind in a few years, it can be removed easily.

According to JD Power, the average car requires 250 square feet of vinyl to be wrapped.
There are a few factors that will affect how much it costs to wrap your car. These include the
size of your vehicle, the complexity of the project, and the cost of the car itself. JD Power
suggests the cost of a vehicle wrap installation is anywhere from $2,000 to $10,000, with the
lower end for smaller sedans and the high end for luxury cars or larger vehicles.

What Kind of Vinyl Car Wraps Are There?
The variety of vinyl wraps has increased in recent years. Vinyl wraps can be created to mimic
pearlescent, metallic, or flat paint jobs.
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Vinyl wraps have become even more economical and spectacular in terms of quality,
performance, design, and colors thanks to piezoelectric inkjet printers, large-scale graphic
design software, and powerful, dependable computers.

Wraps can also be printed with graphics and images for advertising purposes or for further
customization.

Here’s a rundown of the various kinds of vinyl wraps:

● Gloss Vinyl Wraps: Gloss vinyl wraps closely resemble automobile paint and would
provide a distinctive look if the owner wasn't able to choose it from the dealership.

● Matte Vinyl Wraps: Matte vinyl covers distinguish a car with a fresh, distinctive
appearance. The matte vinyl material enhances the body lines and curves of any car.

● Satin Vinyl Wraps: Satin vinyl wraps combine the benefits of matte and gloss vinyl
coatings. This wrap has the benefits of a matte texture but with a small shine to keep it
from seeming too drab.
Gloss Metallic Vinyl Wraps: Gloss metallic vinyl wraps are not the same as gloss
wraps since this material contains metallic flakes to better match specific factory
automobile finishes. The sparkling pieces can be bigger depending on the color users
choose to be more eye-catching as it reflects more light.

● Carbon Fiber: Carbon fiber products are quite popular in the aftermarket. With these
parts costing hundreds of dollars, a wrap replicates the look for a tenth of the cost.

● Brushed: Brushed vinyl materials have the machined appearance of true steel
components. Use this material to provide contrast to various components of any car.

● Diamond: Avery's diamond series contains extremely big metallic flakes. This substance
glows like a diamond in the sunshine.

● Pearl: The pearl materials have a high gloss surface with a pearl tint. Pearl includes
small specks of iridescent in the material to offer a delicate touch, similar to a candy
paint job.

● Colorflow: The colorflow series provides color-changing shades depending on the angle
at which the vinyl is seen. This is undoubtedly something distinctive that will pique the
interest of passers-by.

● Conform Chrome Series: The chrome vinyl hues almost have a mirror sheen. When it
is applied, it reflects everything while driving.

Who Can Use Vinyl Car Wraps?
Anyone who wants to affordably and semi-permanently alter the appearance of their car can use
vinyl wraps.

Vinyl car wraps are a very cost-effective way to advertise a business as well.



How Long Do Vinyl Car Wraps Last?
A premium automobile wrap may last five to seven years, possibly 10 years, if properly cared
for. This may be problematic for long-term use, yet it may be ideal for certain drivers.

In either case, removing vinyl vehicle wrap needs a few basic pieces of equipment and supplies
and has no negative impact on the original finish. In fact, the original paint job will be superior to
one of comparable vintage since vinyl car wrap prevents paint-damaging UV radiation,
preserving your vehicle's market value.

What Are the Advantages of Vinyl Wraps?

Resale Value
Wear and tear on a vehicle's paint finish is normal. Scratches and dents occur when driving and
parking in various locations. Exposure to the sun, rain, and dust may also cause the paint to
degrade and fade. The car's original paint may become damaged or worn out, lowering its
resale value.

A properly placed vinyl wrap will protect the vehicle's factory paint finish. High-quality vinyl
wraps may help a vehicle's value last longer than a regular paint job. Many customers value a
car with its original manufacturer's paint in good shape.

Better Quality
While the quality of both paint and wraps can vary depending on the style, car wraps tend to be
of higher quality than paints. A low-quality paint job may appear attractive at first, but it will fade,
crack, and peel with time. Even better-quality paint jobs can be damaged more readily than
wraps since they don't provide the same amount of protection from the weather, sun exposure,
and road dangers.

A solid car wrap can keep your vehicle looking like new for far longer than a paint job would. A
professional wrap supplier creates car wraps out of long-lasting, robust fabrics that maintain the
beauty of your vehicle.

Faster Installation
One significant advantage of covering your automobile rather than painting it is that you have
the car back in your hands sooner. A new paint job might take weeks to complete since the
business paints your car and waits for each coat to dry. This waiting period can be highly
uncomfortable, and it might result in lost income for businesses.

The procedure of wrapping your car normally just takes a few days. An image firm merely needs
to print out your preferred wrap and then put it on your vehicle, returning it to you in under a
week. As a consequence, you get your automobile back quicker than if you had used paint.



Simpler Maintenance
Paint takes far more upkeep than vinyl if you want it to appear good for a long period. Car
owners must generally wax their vehicles to maintain the paint and wash them on a regular
basis to avoid pollutants from ruining the paint. When car owners do not wash their vehicle's
exterior, contaminants such as pollution and microparticles develop in the pores of the paint and
damage it. Washing and reapplying protective layers on a regular basis might take a long time
and cost a lot of money.

Vehicle wraps are an appealing alternative to paint since they do not require as much upkeep.
Because vinyl does not have pores like paint, which allow impurities to embed themselves in the
wrap, you will not need to wash your vehicle as frequently.

What Are the Steps To Installing a Vinyl Wrap?

Vehicle wraps go right over the car’s existing paint job. The process of printing and applying the
vinyl wrap is much faster than painting the same design would. There are three steps to creating
vinyl wraps. The first step is measuring the vehicle’s specs and creating the design for the vinyl
wrap. The second step is printing the vinyl and laminating it to protect against scratches and
fading. The third and final step is applying the vinyl to your vehicle.

How to Care for a Vinyl-Wrapped Car
Wash your vinyl-wrapped car once a week with soap meant for vinyl-wrapped cars. Use an
automotive sponge or a soft cloth to rub gently. Rinse clear, squeegee off any excess water, and
then wipe dry with a microfiber sponge.

You can go through a brushless car wash with a vinyl-wrapped car, but hand washing is safer.

If you get gas or fuel on your vinyl wrap, wipe it off immediately and then handwash the area.
Liquids like gas will degrade the vinyl.

If possible, park your vinyl-wrapped car in a garage or carport to protect it from UV rays,
weather, and pollutants. Parking outside will decrease the life of your vinyl wrap.

Who Installs Vinyl Car Wraps Near Me?

Elite Auto Works has been offering bespoke vinyl wrap jobs to the Sacramento, CA region for
many years. We are up to date on the newest trends and fashions for most cars and can advise
you on how to achieve the desired look. Our specialists are skilled at fitting wraps, so your car
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will appear precisely how you want it when we're through. We have extensive knowledge of
retail, historical, classic, luxury, and exotic automobiles. We grasp the overall picture of the style
you want and work hard to deliver on that promise.

Elite Auto Works has the drive to ensure your automobile looks beautiful and retains its value
when it comes to excellent vinyl wrap solutions in Sacramento, CA. We know how to apply your
vinyl wrap while protecting the original paint job, so you get the most market value when it
comes time to trade in your vehicle. Furthermore, we employ all of the most recent techniques
and innovative technologies to make your automobile seem distinctive and tailored to your
tastes.

If you'd like to discover more about the vinyl wrapping options for your vehicle, please contact
us immediately for a free consultation with one of our specialists.

----

IMPORTANT: This written material has been prepared based on sources that you provided or
that the writer found. Neither Flocksy or the writer who wrote the copy makes any claims
whatsoever as to the accuracy of the information contained within, and they are not
responsible for any legal or financial difficulty resulting from the use of this written material.
We encourage you to review it thoroughly before disseminating it or using it in trade.
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